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Date 7 Aug 2022 

Hare Mother Brown 

Venue Englefield  

Scribe Horn Blower 

MOTHER BROWN’S 
REFLECT IVE  RUN 
(  WRITE  UP  MOTHER BROWN ! ) 

Mother Brown’s trail gave us 
lots to reflect upon. How lucky 
are we to be free to run, laugh, 
curse, criticise, state our 
beliefs, and drink and eat 
plenty all in one day.  

My first reflection was the 
journey to the Hash. OMG the 
route from Guildford seemed 
complicated. I told myself it 
was going to be OK but so 
pleased when Strumpet 
offered me a lift. Hoorah!  

Arriving at the car park, the 
atmosphere was tranquil. FRB 
reading a magazine in the 
sunshine. CL in the distance. 
All quiet. Mother Brown 
wondering if everyone would 

screech up at 10:58! And they 
did! 

A large group set off and we 
immediately passed The 
Runnymede Airforce 
Memorial remembering all 
those from the 
Commonwealth Air Forces lost 
at war who have no known 
graves. (This is my reflection 
so apologies for any errors!) 

We went down hill and 
through the woods. We had 
views of the river with boats 
motoring along.  

Many aeroplanes flying 
overhead. Gorgeous views. 
Shame I can’t be as positive 
about the company I was with,  

three men and a dog. All 
discussing and moaning about 
the remake of old films and 
how they weren’t a patch on 
the original version. Petal’s 
reflection of the remake of the 
love scene from The Thomas 
Crown Affair made him 
particularly upset. Luckily 
Raffles ran up, after dipping in 
the river, and shook some cool 
water over him. Also can you 
imagine my joy at listening to 
Master Bates and Wally 
reflecting, HG Wells and King 
Oberon becoming Queen 
Oberon, etc etc.  

Luckily J F Kennedy’s 
Memorial made them quiet for 
a bit.  

We also passed the reflective 
pool where, if algae wasn’t 
present, could be seen from 
the Magna Carta 

Clause 39 stated that: "No 
free man shall be seized or 
imprisoned, or stripped of his 
rights or possessions... except 
by the lawful judgment of his 
equals or by the law of the 
land." (so there!! - Teq) 

Masterbates brought out 
oysters for the picnic. He said 
he forgot to bring them last 
week so put them in the 
freezer for this week!!  

What is the lawful judgement 
of his equals. ( if there are any 
of course!) 

MOA   

Grand Master : 
Hash Flash  

(aka Neil Wilson-Harris) 
 

Joint Masters: 
Uncle Gerry / Gibber 

(aka Gerry Gurney) 
01372 386921   (h)     

 

Ms Bean 
(aka Joanna Cole ) 

  
Religious Advisor : 

Le Pro 
(aka Stuart Gibb 

 
Clutcher’s Mate : 
Birthing Blanket 

(aka  Stephanie Ward) 
 

Hash Cash : 
J Arthur 

(aka Arthur Thomas) 
 

Trail Master: 
Belcher 

(aka Peter Edwards) 
 

DapperHasherie: 
Fleur D’Or 

(aka Hazel Craig)   
 

Temporary Biermeister: 
Tequil’over 

(aka Richard Piercy)  
 

On Sec: 
Tequil’over 

(aka Richard Piercy)  
01372 454907 (h) 
07730 202263 (m) 

 
Main Scribe : 

FRB 
(aka Peter Hughes) 

 
 

sh3@surreyh3.org 
 www.surreyh3.org 

 
 

Urgent Contact Line: 
07484 134245 

For use before, during, or 
after the trail for urgent or 

important contact. 

The Runday Shag 

The run was not too long. 
(hmmm next week !!!)  

We had a short circle.  

Silent Night was welcomed as 
a returnee 

Mrs G and FRB’s birthday, 
LePros down downs, Belcher 
for enjoying hanging round the 
local toilets 

Mrs G and Brenda marching 
not running 

CL for arriving early to save 
20p (not sure where) 

Mr Bean for doing the trail 
twice.  

Presents from Masterbates 
that he had also forgotten (last 
YEAR!) 

Thanks to Teq for our drinks 
bar with ice! And Mother 
Brown for nibbles and drinks. A 
quiet reflective picnic with the 
old peoples home outing. 

On ON HB 



Receding Hare-Line 2022 - Runs start at 11:00 sharp! 

Directions 

Run    2430 

Date   14-Aug-22 

Hare(s) Strumpet and Hornblower 

Venue Farley Heath 

On On Bricklayers Arms 

Post Code     GU5 9EW 

OS TQ051447 

Scribe Wally and FRB (?) 

what3words eats.outnumber.acoustics 

2430 14 Aug Strumpet and Horny Farley Heath 

2431 21 Aug Do You? & Velcro Coulsdon Common 

2432 28 Aug Volunteers please!  

2433 4 Sep Speedy  

2434 11 Sep   

Our and Other Hash Events 2022 
 
17 / 18 September 2022 – SH3 run in the Far East (of Sussex !) 
Eveready and Eskimo are inviting us to: 
A part away weekend in the Eastern Hemisphere, starting on Saturday 
17th September in Old Town Hastings, with a short trail that afternoon 
and a full SH3 trail Sunday as usual at 11:00. 
Full details in Flyer, see link on weekly and special email. 

N

The Runday Shag Page 2 

From A25 Guildford to Dorking. After Newlands corner turn right after 
Silent Pool onto A248. Then first left into New Road s.p. to Farley 
Green. Continue for 2.3 miles, park on right in Roman Temple car park. 
Or from Dorking, take A25 towards Guildford, and after Shere, turn left 
onto A248 and follow instructions as above. 
The Pub  (The Bricklayers Arms, Shamley Green, GU5 0UA) 
recommends booking ahead if you would like a Sunday Roast on 01483 
898377 

Email belcher@surreyh3.org to volunteer for trails 

Caption competition: 

?? 

Them ‘Orses agin… 
 
WALLY(IRE) aka  ' kING Wally won at Chantilly as a favourite 
should  (he’s  everybody s favourite surely?) - - his best 
performance for some time  No slouch this WALLY but after the  
race he berated the stewards for making the course too Easy- there 
should have  been obstacles to make it more challenging  he said 
MR TREVOR aka, CORPORAL JONES HEY 
JONESY disappointed yet again going forth at Catterick and 
coming fourth 
 
GILBERT aka Gilbert/ Icepyk R. I. P.  was out again having won 
3  of his last 5 races   but  could not add to his tally at Yarmouth 
coming 3rd in a 4 horse race!  
 Now and again when Oppos are placed at huge odds I am asked 
do I back them myself? Answer  -    very very rarely  but 
sometimes one thinks maybe one would do  far better chucking the 
form book out of the window and following the Oppos...  
 I would say if anyone is tempted to try this( folly ?)  - Back in 
Pence  not pounds !  I always remember  the dictum glven over  
half a, century ago " Don t consider having Ten shillings  (50 p) on 
a horse  unless you have £10,000 in the bank ! " given by  
someone who knew  the dangers involved.. But of course it's for 
everyone to  cut ones cloth accordingly..  

LITTLE JO  aka Speedy Humper POLLY   Garter  etc came 
4th  over a mile. at Pontefract  would she do any better on 
Wednesday at Pontefract ? No - 6/8  
 On Thursday TERMONATOR ran over 10 f  in the first at 
Ayr   and was fancied  
In  the  event competing against the likes of HERESMAX  
KING CHARLES & MILLIE  the Minx In the end it was 
KING CHARLES who won the day by a neck from 
HERESMAX with TERMONATOR back in fourth. 
 
At the Friday Market saw  The Rainman aka RAINCAP
( which incidentally has just won a race at Catterick ) He and 
Barbara had just been to Canada to see grandson PINBall 
Wizard get spliced and a good time was had by all (until time 
for the flight home) PINBALLWIZARD the 4 legged  variety   
was last seen out in a sprint at  Naas where he was 14/16 
  
They keep expecting great things of the  GREY FOX aka  
Alan Wells R.I.P. - do they  they think he’ll do a GILBERT ? - 
not in the same league so far  but...  
BTW  - LOOKING FOR LYNDA aka EXPERT EYE etc  
showed she was far  from lost; winning a sprint  at  
Musselbrugh  on THE  Linda’s-( Elle T Shirt’s Birthday! ) 
JILL ROSE  to the occasion at Haydock  (Yes I know you both 
spell it with a G  ! ) winning at around 6/1 
Well; that is  probably enough to be going on with  
 
ON ON  at a rate of knots;  .1   ? 
(The nauticals amongst you will probably  says that is too 
much)  
Take care 
Ld Rgh 
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Date 7 Aug 2022 

Hare(s) Mother Brown 

Venue Englefield Green 

OnOn Pic-Nic on the green 

UP AND DOWN WITH 
MOTHER BROWN 

Well, first down, then up, 
inevitable to access 
Runnymede from this car park, 
but less than ideal for a hash. 
The trail began oddly, when 
Atalanta found the On-In from 
the second check, and Silent 
Knight discovered the trail had 
falsies. The hares added a long 
loop from the foot of the path 
below the Kennedy Memorial 
to the NT car park and back, 
just in time for the pack to 
rejoin the front runners, so this 
was clever.  

We took in all the other usual 
sights: the 12 chairs (for a jury) 
to honour legal protection for 
citizens, the Magna Carta 
memorial, the view points from 
the heights above Runnymede; 
but for all that we were back at 
the car park by 1145, the 
shortest trail for many years. 
Le Pro and RHUM were 

among those first in, but had 
not run that loop down on 
the plain, which Atalanta 
and Ms Bean certainly had. 
Some hares here include the 
Air Force Memorial in their 
trails; Pink Pussy (we 
seldom see her these days) 
and Mother Brown did not, 
which was sensible, since 
really the only way out is 
where you came in. All 
credit to Popeye and our 
Uncle Gerry for checking 
near the Thames, crediting 
the hares with a longer trail 
than was the case. 

Ms Bean took over as 
GM, rebuffing J. Arthur’s 
attempts to step in, and 
honoured our hares, as also 
those celebrating birthdays, 
for whom Atalanta had 
provided one of her 
celebrated cakes. Mrs G and 

I made a rather wavy first cut; 
Atalanta completed the task 
rapidly and efficiently, if 
generating highly irregular slices. 
Somehow Master Bates managed 
to get inserted and entangled in 
most of the celebrations; he was 
pleased at our explanation of his 
handle, namely “Teases the 
teacher”. We have in our ranks a 
newly paid up member; when I 
asked for her handle she replied 
“Nicholas”, though I did not ask 
her to confirm this spelling. I no 
longer have the slightest 
recollection of Le Pro’s 
harangue; it is strange that while 
I do remember much of what 
goes on during a trail, the 
contributions of the RA 
disappear from my memory 
within minutes of my departure. 
Sic transit gloria mundi. 

 A recent, if unwelcome, 
incomer to our culture is the 

incel. Well, by that name at 
least; there have always been 
misfits, but now social media 
have allowed them to cluster 
and proclaim their woes, 
namely, that women don’t want 
them.  They don’t actually 
want women either, just sex, 
without the usual preliminaries 
of actually meeting people.
(Some of you may remember 
the quaint English expression 
“courting”). They see (ideal?) 
women as submissive, 
subordinate, and confined to 
the home. Incel culture has 
strong links to the far-tight; 
they blend racism with their 
misogyny, and doubtless 
climate change denial, though I 
have not checked this. My own 
early life – school, the Navy, to 
a large extent university, and a 
graduate apprenticeship, was 
very largely single-sex, and yet 
I cannot recall conversations 
denigrating women, which I 

am told are all too common 
when men get together 
alone. This regrettable 
laddish culture ensures that 
girls out-perform boys 
academically, which men try 
to counter by overbearing or 
condescending behaviour 
(remember Camerons’s 
“Calm down, dear!”).  

Women have recently 
invented a word, 
“mansplaining”, which 
speaks for itself; they have 
also chosen to mask their 
intelligence. After 2 weeks 
at university I knew 6 men 
cleverer than I, but have 
never met such a woman, 
apart from a daughter (you 
can’t hide it in the family!)  

FRB 

MOA  27? 

Grand Master : 
Hash Flash  

(aka Neil Wilson-Harris) 
 

Joint Masters: 
Uncle Gerry / Gibber 

(aka Gerry Gurney) 
01372 386921   (h)     

 

Ms Bean 
(aka Joanna Cole ) 

  
Religious Advisor : 

Le Pro 
(aka Stuart Gibb 

 
Clutcher’s Mate : 
Birthing Blanket 

(aka  Stephanie Ward) 
 

Hash Cash : 
J Arthur 

(aka Arthur Thomas) 
 

Trail Master: 
Belcher 

(aka Peter Edwards) 
 

DapperHasherie: 
Fleur D’Or 

(aka Hazel Craig)   
 

Temporary Biermeister: 
Tequil’over 

(aka Richard Piercy)  
 

On Sec: 
Tequil’over 

(aka Richard Piercy)  
01372 454907 (h) 
07730 202263 (m) 

 
Main Scribe : 

FRB 
(aka Peter Hughes) 

 
 

sh3@surreyh3.org 
 www.surreyh3.org 

 
 

Urgent Contact Line: 
07484 134245 

For use before, during, or 
after the trail for urgent or 

important contact. 

The Runday Shag 
The Runday Shag Page  3  - FRB (no Tits) 
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Colour Supplement   

Blah Blah Blah 
Rusty 

Blah Blah Blah 
Rusty 

I have NO IDEA!! 
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Colour Supplement 2  

Final (?) Dregs 


